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If you inserted this into Hidden Identities, it would fit right in. Besides, as I have said, the direct connection to
Williams is the theatre of the absurd, and even then the hottest link is to Hollywood films and TV of the
Sixties which absorbed the most attractive qualities of the Absurd and popularised it. It obviously continued
HI, which in its turn obviously continued the theatre of the absurd, but it also had a modern tone. Perhaps
there was something unexpected, a deeper commitment to a logic developing within the unmotivated literary
text, the wish to let the hypothesis develop rather than applying surrealist longings for disconnection and
subversion repetitively. It was a moment when the poetry managers felt proud of themselves. Williams
noticeably has mastery of the costume drama, the visual logic is always satisfying even if there is no other
logic. The stage orchestra always know what kind of music to play, to illustrate the actions. I think he did help
English poetry, which was waiting for a new idea at that moment, to develop something new. Bright River
Yonder was the book and fits neatly into a teaching whereby postmodernism entered British poetry in the
early s via works by Williams, Robert Crawford, Jeremy Reed, Frank Kuppner, John Ash, and Edwin Morgan,
that it represented a triumph of hedonism and fantasy, an escape of a million stories from the inhibiting final
directions of moral lessons, and that it was made possible by the artistic and biological defeat of the s
generation and their shared attitudes of bourgeois guardianship and Cold War rigorism. Ambiguously, the
return to aesthetic pleasure could also be seen as a protest against the left-wing dogma which had been
widespread in the counter-culture, although hardly in the High Street, for a few years after His exciting
productivity over several decades breaks out of this category. Pop poetry had already been ludic, and the new
poetry around was a deep game, a demonstration of how simple artificial rules could produce unexpected and
alluring possibilities. We have to ask whether the whole project emerges out of theorizing about literature, and
whether the idea of chance, made objectively visible through features like montage, is his message. The
second poem in Hidden Identities also refers to chance and predictability as mathematical features of texts. It
starts out with a joke about the famous monkeys with typewriters who would eventually produce the works of
Shakespeare, and rapidly goes on to describe the plots they would generate, standard moments from cinema or
the novel: It is possible to see this as a philosophical basis for his poetry in general â€” once you get the idea
that a class of texts, not every text of the 19th century but a good chunk of them, represent uncertainty running
down, in the demonstration of something which needed to be proved. Preset views, organized knowledge, and
texts that run down, all were tied up together. Arguably, all his poems are still moments from inside the room
with the monkeys generating plots. Thomas Pynchon is a writer who certainly resembles Williams and is
roughly the same age, and who certainly knows about functions that diverge and ones that converge, over
time. Is this really about information theory? First, the unpredictability is aesthetically motivated rather than
an argument which leads to fixed knowledge or the dispersal of untruth. A predictable social situation is
unpleasurable because without a constant flow of novelty the brain simply switches off. So, once you slot
pleasure in as the desired value of a poem, unpredictability follows, as the quality of an ambience which
makes pleasure possible. Locked into simplicity, you become a simple set of reactions â€”and it follows from
that that the grand simplicities of invested knowledge become true. This knowledge is a charter for state
bureaucracies, for managers and corporations, but also for religions, for an older notion of Science, and,
probably, for a certain kind of writer who wants to be the heir to religious authority and solemnity. He is more
focused on pleasure than on protest and subversion, but this is the effect anyway. I think the managers at High
Street publishers twitched every time he attacked convention â€” no names named, they knew it was their pet
poets who were in the frame. In the grand outside they met the following: Thin, mealy-mouthed people with
seborrhea; Big, friendly, knife-you-in-the-back moralists; Bulgarian lady academic expert sociologists with V.
The people named are concrete problems in life, not restrictive practices in texts. The catalogue structure is
typical â€” the ability to pin so many rays to one centre is virtuosic. We are seeing a moment of discovery:
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Rather than talking about style history, it might be simpler just to say that Williams is a better poet than his
contemporaries. He plays a million notes at the critical moment and slides past the tedious moments without
ever touching them. He rarely returned to this theme, but this poem reads like a manifesto, and its doctrine is
that the Muse, or goddess, is a cat stuck up a tree: Does this poetry come out of literary theory? The key is to
take a moment of a possible landscape and devise a dozen possibilities for it. Certainly, some people who
theorise can speculate in this way, certainly the point of going away from specific texts into the nebula of
Theory is to reach moments of unrestricted possibility. But Williams did not necessarily get into his landscape
of multiple possibilities by reading post-structuralists, as opposed to listening to jazz musicians define
possibility as the condition of music. Or by encountering surrealism in whatever form. The young people
retreating into the grand outside correspond to the young men in I vitelloni. Quite a few of the poems have an
Anita Ekberg lolling somewhere in them. Its hero wanders through a series of out of control parties where
people go through behavior routines which are condensed, irrational, compulsive, and highly direct. The plot
might be that Mastroianni is lost and frustrated, but what grips the audience is the spectacle of the party-goers.
The West was crashing into a new era of total leisure â€” self-realisation where fantasy replaces the real. Blues
This is a review of Blues Cape Poetry, , 85 pp. Welcome to the planet humans dream of on their cold blue ball.
Welcome to the temperature of pleasant being. He goes through a door into a lurching ground of a million
false perspectives, a labyrinth-maze above a fall: From vertigo, the chorussing abyss reiterates its roundelay of
little death: Next, he has a close encounter with Venusian green tea. The next adventure involves the waitress,
and breaking the most basic rule of his spaceman training â€” no alien sex. In the virtual planet or is it the real
one? At the bottom of the mountain, Dare breaks into a dance with the Dionysiac corps de ballet there, strips,
plunges into the sea, and feels the perfect sensation of home. Williams is radically original, and constantly
remaking himself. But we could float an idea of him as an Eastern European poet, one of the heroic breed who
have abandoned hope in causes and instead are always interesting, relying on individuality and on the vigour
of folklore. Fellini got out of neorealismo through the comic strips fumetti of Lo Sceicco Bianco, and haunts
this comic strip poem â€” but Fellini may have influenced modern Eastern European styles, especially in
cinema. A closer equivalent might be the films of Emir Kusturica. There is a hint that J. Williams in Serbia
may have been a try-out for Dan Dare on Venus. Looking at Kusturica, we can perhaps class him as a folk
surrealist: Williams has a complete grasp of cutting to action and never decelerating. This is the folklore
aspect â€” heroes in folklore never pay the bill, never run out of adventures, never stop for a seminar. Poems
on the elbow, the ankle, and the sneeze or, forcible lyric ejaculation show a distortion of normal proportions
â€” a super-realism. Translated to the topology of a plot, this simply means â€” the ability to suggest a
thousand paths. Snowflakes big as tongues feel with a blur for your eyes The blues Hoist your bag better on
your shoulders These are the long, cold deepwalking drifts. The camera can be a documentary tool, or the
channel for dreams â€” and Williams has mastered the quality of dream where everything flows and
everything makes sense even in the middle of panic fear, erotic cloudbursts, losing your handhold on the sky
and falling. With arms linked, you have to go as fast as everyone else. This loss of individuality is a poetic
equivalent for hysteria. The kolo is the triumph of community, and the community in question massacred its
neighbours. The poem starts serenely and gradually accelerates into delirium, voices from heaven, fantasies of
mutilation. Amazingly, the poem matches its material. The poet has said this was a response to the riots and
disaffections of summer , which followed the police shooting of a man named Mark Duggan. The little deaths
were taking place behind the rose bushes. Pregnant mothers had climbed on top of the clowns. The cheated
cradles wept over the sand. A devilish fraternity of voyeurs, growling like brass bands, had crouched down in
an oily field. We buried the elderly upright in memory of their gloves. We ran down the red road to the
asylum; it was up for sale â€” torture chambers included â€” and the Iranian owners had all been arrested. The
rehabilitated were making egg boxes out of clay and zombies were cruising the delphiniums with open macs.
No gasping targets were anywhere to be found. We sent prayers up and down our legs. What was the point of
the poultry then? We stayed buttoned up. Windmills were being crucified for milking the pudding. We could
see the noses of the ill-bred moles. This is an astonishing re-imagining of a classic text of the avant-garde
which also folds back the riots of back onto the Commune. Typical of this poem is simultaneous action, as in
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any riot I imagine. Hartley Williams sets parallel scenes in train and pulls his camera back to capture a depth
where all are visible. So many poets have one line moving, the Ego, and everything else is frozen, passive,
inert. Proof seems to require the depopulation of the linguistic space, where at the end only one possibility
survives. And this condition is truth. Williams proves nothing and is in a sense not dealing with ideas. But
perhaps the thesis is more of the nature of a geometrical shape; one which expands from its point of origin.
This curve is the idea he makes plain. Note on influences Exile in Berlin may explain why he does not fit in
with the style chronology of poetry back in the Homeland. Williams has affinities with Eastern European
poets, as I indicated.
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Due to the handmade nature of these beads, the strand length, shape and size may vary. They are made in
India. Apple advises consumers to not use alcohol-based cleaners on iPhones or iPads, which can damage the
screen. Brass Plated Beads I guess it could be a possibility, but hopefully I get some good news. According to
reports, he left Boral with a hefty payout last year after losing the support of its board. In the City, he is
credited with transforming the fortunes of Weir. Trade in its shares washalted on Sept. United used Spin
technology to allow fans to watch games together. It has also been used to connect students from Japanese,
Chinese, Brazilian, and Indian classrooms for a semester of lectures by a popular Harvard political philosophy
professor. The hope of course was, three new additions, and we are back in. Celebrate the arrival of the
Brooklyn Nets to the Barclay Center by owning a pic of your favorite Net. Or own a piece of Nets history with
a photo of a Nets legend. Find a photo today. Since Congress was unable to reach agreement on holding
Stafford rates at 3. She and her colleagues are working to develop tailored instructions designed for remarried
spouses and stepfamily members. The governmentcheered the second quarter data. Trade inthe yen rose to
That rapid increase can occur with a change in altitude of less than miles. The Canadian said it was succeeding
in lowering short-term borrowing costs relative to longer ones, easing credit conditions for households and
small firms. Thepresident has said that he is open to bartering over budgetissues, but not under the threat of a
shutdown, and that raisingthe debt limit - and avoiding default - is non-negotiable. The Department of Health
and Human Services said it was trying to add capacity to the site to alleviate the problem. Adams was one of
only four current NFL owners to have at least wins in his career. You should be grateful that you have an
honest and cohesive military in Egypt that kept things under control otherwise you will be fighting a civil war
like in Syria. The company "has never paid any money as bribes or blackmail," it said in a statement from its
London office. They havewarned that unlimited gas exports could harm their resurgentsectors by raising
domestic prices. The remainder were unsure. That step was recommended by a Royal Commission of Inquiry
in , but has never been implemented. The blueprints were downloaded over , times within two days of being
uploaded, before the US State Department demanded the removal of the designs. But those movements are
measured in decades. The company this month said in a statement it had voluntarily entered a consent decree
and would be permitted to continue manufacturing more than drugs. The agreement was subject to approval by
the judge. They showed no emotion as Krishnan described their crime as "diabolical" and called for them to be
hanged. We may have to wait for some more time before the market stabilizes," said an official who attended
a meeting with the finance minister on Monday to plan for the next three months.
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Cornerless World. likes. Cornerless World is a place to share our imagination about flexible personalities who are built
base on ping-pong balls.

The construction of a traditional violin by hand is an undertaking abundant with complex processes. Even the
most skilled and experienced luthiers will spend weeks to complete one instrument, from the initial wood
selection to the final varnish coat. The cost of these hours are part of an investment by the violinmaker that
must also include the materials, the best of which can amount to hundreds of dollars for a single instrument.
Of course, the labour and material cost puts most hand made violins by recognised makers out of reach for
many players, especially students. It is an exclusive Club! But nevertheless, even the very best players will
still have enormous, almost impossible difficulty in owning a Stradivari, Guarneri or other famous instrument
from the Italian school. The price gap between instruments made by one person in a small workshop and those
made in a factory by many people is enormous. If the instrument made by a single person has a famous name
on its label, that price gap becomes exponential. To resolve the problem of getting quality hand made
instruments into the hands of students and many other players, is to make the instrument more affordable. One
way is to make the Luthier more poor than the majority already are. Another way is to change that classical
shape. While quite beautiful and unchanged for hundreds of years, embracing design changes is the key to
affordable handmade instruments. Changing the design of labour intensive components, while not
compromising the attributes of sound quality has been tried by many, and despite the naysayers, many have
had success. Generally speaking, it is not that those who have embraced change have failed on the practical
side, but have failed to gain acceptance for their philosophy. By the way, I do not expect acceptance for my
ideas either. While this is the main difference, other changes have made this instrument easier to construct,
and consequently, much faster to build. Granted, it looks different, but that is unavoidable in context of what I
am trying to achieve. However, I believe the design is elegant and the playing attributes are exactly the same
as the traditional form. The changes I have made will be considered radical by some, if not many. On the other
hand, the rational argument should be to judge all instruments by the way they sound, the way they play and
the craftsmanship according to the beholder. Ok, the changes I have made are radical. Below are some of them
and the myths that have maintained the attributes of the traditional form for hundreds of years. Corners on a
violin the pointy bits are necessary to provide strength and integrity to the construction. Corners on the violin
family of instruments are ornamental, very beautiful in terms of the instrument in its entirety, but nevertheless,
superfluous in terms of sound production. The corners have blocks within that inhibit vibration, and vibration
is important to amplitude and projection. The integrity of the construction does not rely on the corners. Many
other forms of stringed instruments do not have corners and have also lasted many centuries. The sound post is
a constant with regard to support for the belly. A more substantial bass bar compensates for the strength of an
arch and still allows the belly to vibrate more than the traditional form. Treble Side and Bass Side: For
convenience of explanation or simple ignorance, people speak of the bass or treble side of the instrument as
being affected by the soundpost on the treble side as one set of circumstances, or the bass bar on the bass side
as another set of circumstances.. Misplaced Belief in Ancient Technologies: Experts in many fields believe
that a number of artisans in Cremona, Italy in the 17th and 18th centuries and specifically one artisan knew
more about wood properties, chemistry, physics especially acoustics , philosophy, maths, geometry and most
other disciplines than we know about today. All of the above. The shape is largely decorative. This design is
not the only way that sound production can be achieved. This concept comes exclusively from the research
done by John C. Crescent shapes both inward and outward facing have been used. Flame shape openings have
also appeared. What has been lacking is the simultaneous inward projection at the upper end and the outward
projection at the lower end. Some would still find this development unwelcome, until they play this
instrument, with its big sound, intensity, projection and clarity. Apparently, the thinking was that each
individual instrument has its own particular soundpost position, with a standard starting position being 5 mm
directly behind the treble foot of the bridge. In part of the recent research by John C. It suggests that the sides
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may need to be taken into account with the soundpost. It shows that the traditional thinking about adjusting the
soundpost position is not correct. Because the VIOLARE soundpost protrudes through a 6 mm hole in the top,
these measurements allow the treble foot of the bridge to sit half on the the top of the post, and locks the post
and the top to the sound board with the downward pressure of the strings. The scroll is based on the Golden
Mean Spiral. The scroll is also an integral part of the instrument and, without it, the sound dynamic of the
instrument changes. A simple system of modern ultra light machine ends is preferable for students and players
alike. Professional players may disagree simply to uphold the tradition. The scroll itself is quite beautiful, but
nevertheless, decorative. The excellence of a violin is often measured by the way the purfling is laid down as a
border to the instrument. Other than decoration, the only purpose served by purfling is to prevent splits at the
edges of the instrument from traveling into the soundboard and back of the violin. The edgework, including
the purfling, is labour intensive when compared to binding, the common way to protect the edges of guitars
and many other stringed instruments. It also eliminates the edgework or scooping of the edges that is common
in hand made violins. The time saved in this process is substantial. Change for the Sake of Change? Wanting
to change for the sake of change in itself is futile. The prototype made its way North from here to be tested by
a Phd in Musical Performance violin and to be videoed for Youtube. The video, comparing a Lupot violin to
the first Prototype of the Violare, appears below these comments made by the player: The top end is great! A
couple of my colleagues think it would sound great with gut strings â€” the real deal ones â€” so I might
experiment with this, I have a Justin White Baroque violin to compare it to as well. Interestingly, I found the
Baroque style of playing suited your other violin too, perhaps it is in the timbers? My group were also
unanimous in hearing a brilliant mandolin, when played as one, and are now very curious about your
mandolins! Postage is extra but at cost to your destination Worldwide.
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The face and number it lands on takes the person and moves them back the amount of spaces by a tornado.
Does not affect people who are in the volcano or at the start. The face it lands on switches places with the
person who rolled the die. Does not affect people in the volcano or on the same space. The player plays a 1 vs
3 minigame against the other 3 players. If the solo player wins, that player moves 10 spaces. If the other 3
players win, nothing happens. Challenge Space A white star with a pink border. Gives the player a challenge.
If they pass the challenge, they will go to how many spaces they have left for that round, if they fail the
challenge, bad things will happen. If it lands on the Pterodactyl, the player moves ahead 10 spaces, but if they
land on the T-Rex, they must go back 4 to 9 spaces. If it lands on the T-Rex, it will only effect the person who
rolled the dice, not the people if they are close to the Dinosaur Space Blue Statue Space A blue statue. The
blue statue throws the player ahead 16 to 18 spaces. This is often considered the biggest gain. Red Statue
Space A red statue. The red statue throws the player back 18 spaces. This is often considered the biggest loss.
Volcano Space Volcano icon. The volcano erupts and turns all of the action spaces outside the volcano into -4
spaces. These -4 spaces are cumulative. After three turns, the board will go back to normal. Skull Space Skull
with half a bone on each corner making an X. Shout Space The design is a green background with a white
zigzag bubble. It is only seen in the volcano. Returns player to the island. Back to Island Space Not technically
a space, but it is a light green light. Only seen in volcano and is at the end of it. Returns player to the island
like the shout space. Challenges In Board Game Island, there are challenges along the way. Here a list of all of
them. Rope Leap This challenge consists of the player climbing onto a vine and swinging. A dice will be spun
and when it lands on a number, the player will jump off the vine and move that number of spaces the dice
rolled on. None Odds of completing: This is the only challenge that has no loss Dragon Wall This challenge
consists of a dragon wall. The player must roll at least a 4 to break the dragon statue. If the player gets a 1 to 3,
the dragon statue will hit the player with a fireball and they will have to do it again until someone beats it. One
is crates and one is barrels. The spike ball will fall where the 4th challenge is. Then the spike ball returns to its
original place and the number to pass decreases by one. It can even be a 2, but not a 1. If the player gets a 1 to
5, their turn ends.
5: Chicago Ultra Maxx Ultra Maxx Feeder | Steiner-Atlantic Corp.
The reasons that LAG is urging people to use the cornerless crowding tubs over the bud box is for personal safety,ease
of use, and lower stress. Many experts say that using a bud box is the only way to get cattle to work because they will
only exit in the direction that they came in.

6: Chicago Ultra Maxx Ultra Maxx Feeder | Steiner-Atlantic Corp.
The clean bed is accompanied by a small round overbed table beside and again, a cornerless window that will allow the
ray of sun shines perfectly to the bed. Keep in mind, the house has zero closets. You can cope with some clever
efficiencies everything sort of has storage in it.

7: NPR Choice page
Cornerless People by Williams, John Hartley Paperback Book The Fast Free See more like this. 15 RARE SMALL OLD
CLEAR CORNERLESS CUBE BOHEMIAN ANTIQUE BEADS AFRICAN.

8: Cornerless sliding doors - SoftPlan - SoftPlan Users Forum
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Does anyone play a cornerless fiddle? but cornerless ones on eBay are even less because not so many people want the
funny shape. I needed a practice fiddle so.

9: HIGHEND MAGAZINE
cornerless definition: Adjective (not comparable) 1. Without www.enganchecubano.com corner +â€Ž -less Definitions.
cornerless. Adjective (not comparable) Without corners.
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